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MBHB Case No. 00-1086-B

METHOD OF DETECTION BY ENHANCEMENT OF SILVER STAINING

CROSS-REFERENCE:

5 This application claims the benefit ofpriority from U.S. Provisional application

No. 60/217,782, filed July 11, 2000.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION:

The invention relates to several fields, especially to the detection of specific

10 nucleic acids, proteins, carbohydrates, or organic compounds immobilized on a solid

surface. More particularly it relates to detection systems in which the immobilized target

is recognized by a metallic nanoparticle probe and for which the signal for detection has

been amplified by reductive deposition of silver on the nanoparticle probe.

1 5 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION:

(a) Gold Nanoparticle Probes:

The use of gold nanoparticle probes as reporter for detection ofbiological

polymers was first described by W.P.' Faulk and G.M. Taylor, who employed the

nanoparticles as immunocytochemical probes for surface antigens [Immunochemitry, 8,

20 1081 (1971)]. Since then gold colloids have been widely used for detection of a variety of

proteins using electron or light-microscopy to observe the particles [for reviews see

Hacker, G. W. in Colloidal Gold; Principles, Methods, and Applications, Vol 1,

Academic Press, Inc. (1998) p 297, and Garzon, S., and Bendayan, M. in Immuno-Gold

Electron Microscopy in Virus Diagnosis and Research, Ed. Hyatt, A.D. and Eaton, B.T.,

25 CRC Press, Ann Arbor, (1993) p 137]. Recently, applications of gold nanoparticle or

cluster conjugates as probes for detection of oligonucleotides and nucleic acids have been

suggested [Kidwell, D.A., and Conyers, S.M., United States Patent 5,384,265 (1995);
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Hainfeld, J.R, et al. United States Patent 5,521,289 (1996)] and described

[Tomlinson, S, et al., Analytical Biochemistry, 171,217 (1988); Mirkin et al., Nature, 15,

607 (1996); Storhoff, JJ. et al, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 120, 1959 (1998)].

(b) Silver Enhancement ofSignal:

5 It has been found that the sensitivity for assays utilizing gold markers for proteins

in tissues [Danscher, G. Histochemistry, 71, 1 (1981); Holgate, C.S. et al. J. Histochem.

Cytochem. 31, 938 (1983)], for nucleic acids visualized in situ in immobilized biological

systems [Gassell, GJ, et al, J. Cell Biology, 126, 863 (1994); Zehbe, I. et al. Am J. of

Pathology, 150, 1553 (1997); Hacker, G. W, Eur. J. Histochem 42, 111 (1998) and for

10 gold probes targeted to oligonucleotides captured on oligonucleotide arrays on a glass

surface [T. A, Taton, CA Mirkin, RX. Letsinger, Science, 289, 1757 (2000)] can be

significantly increased by silver staining. In this process, the gold particles captured on a

surface are treated with a solution containing silver ions and a reducing agent (e.g.,

hydroquinone). The gold catalyzes reduction of the silver ions so that silver is deposited

15 on the gold particle, and the early-deposited silver can itself catalyze further reduction of

silver ion. As a consequence, the amount ofmetal that can be visualized is greatly

increased. Unfortunately, however, the silver reduction catalyzed by the deposited silver

ceases after a time, so the extent of amplification achievable is limited. When employed

in enhancing visibility of gold nanoparticles on a glass plate, one observes darkening of

20 the spot characteristic for the gold probes captured by a target sequence. Indeed, a good

silver spot may be observed for cases where the amount of gold deposited initially is too

small to be visible to the naked eye. Typically, the reaction time for the silver staining

step is short, of the order of five minutes or less. Long exposure to the silver solution

leads to non-selective deposition of silver metal and a high background. The silver ion
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solution and the reducing agent are mixed just prior to application to minimize the

uncatalyzed reduction.

(c) Oligo- and Polynucleotide Arrays:

A recent major innovation in biology utilizes arrays ofoligonucleotides or

5 polynucleotides tethered to a solid surface. These oligomers serve as capture probes to

bind complementaryDNA orKNA target sequences. The captured sequences can in turn

be recognized by fluorescent labels previously attached to them or by fluorescent or

colorimetric probes that bind to a segment of the target. As stated by Eric Lander [Nature

Genetics Supplement, 21, 3 (1999)]: "Arrays offer the first great hope. . ..by providing a

10 systematic way to surveyDNA and RNA variation. They seem likely to become a

standard tool ofboth molecular biology research and clinical diagnostics. These prospects

have attracted great interest and investment from both the public and private sectors."

Array technology is indeed now greatly accelerating developments in our

understanding of genetic variation and gene expression. Nevertheless, current

15 methodology suffers from several limitations, an important one being relatively low

sensitivity in detecting fluorescently labeled targets on the chip arrays. Typically, targets

in the range ofpicomolar concentrations or higher must be employed. Genetic analyses of

natural targets in the attomolar or zeptomolar range therefore require target amplification

by PCR. This procedure demands time and labor, and the target amplification can lead to

20 errors in the sequence to be tested.

A need exits for a more sensitive, simpler, and cheaper detection method for

polynucleotides arrayed on chips. Progress in detection technology has been made with

the use of gold nanoparticle oligonucleotide conjugates as probes and signal amplification

by silver ion reduction, which enables assays ofpolynucleotides of 50 fM concentration to

25 be readily detected [for the methodology, see T. A. Taton, C.A. Mirkin, R.L. Letsinger,
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Science, 289, 1757 (2000). We describe here a discovery that significantly lowers

further the target concentration required for assays employing gold nanoparticles and other

metallic nanoparticles.

5 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION:

The present invention relates to a method for amplifying signal by enhancing the

deposition of silver in detecting systems where the formation of a silver spot serves as a

reporter for the presence of a molecule, including biological polymers (e.g., proteins and

nucleic acids) and small molecules. The detecting systems include detection ofmolecules

10 in situ (e.g., on cells or in a tissue sample) and assays where the molecule to be detected

(the target molecule) is bound to a substrate or is captured by another molecule bound to a

substrate (the capture molecule). The invention has special utility in increasing the signal

strength in diagnostic and screening applications involving detection of target molecules

arrayed at discrete positions on a solid surface. It, therefore, provides a means for greatly

1 5 enhancing the sensitivity of tests carried out on microarrays or microchips. The process is

distinguished by the simplicity and economy of its execution and the large enhancement in

signal and, thereby, sensitivity realized.

This invention is based on the discoveries that (1) gold nanoparticles coated with

oligonucleotides bind to silver that had previously been deposited on gold nanoparticle-

20 oligonucleotide conjugates immobilized by hybridization on a glass substrate or plate and

(2) that the resulting (gold nanoparticle-oligonucleotide-silver-(gold-oligonucleotide)

structures function as catalyst for the further deposition of silver by reduction of silver

ions. The first discovery is surprising since one might expect that the surface bound

oligonucleotides, which shield the nanoparticles from non-specific binding to the glass

25 surface and the oligonucleotides immobilized on the glass surface, would also shield the
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nanoparticles against interaction with the silver surface. Indeed, other work has

shown that oligonucleotides protect gold nanoparticle oligonucleotide conjugates from

fusing to form gold-gold bonds between individual nanoparticles even when the mixtures

are dried. The second discovery is significant since it provides a means for substantially

5 increasing the metallic mass at the site of the originally immobilized nanoparticles. In

conjunction with development ofbuffer conditions that enable oligonucleotide

nanoparticle conjugates that are unbound by hybridization or interaction with silver to be

washed cleanly from the glass surface these findings opened opportunities for assaying

polynucleotide targets at extremely low target concentrations.

10 Accordingly, one objective ofthe invention is to provide a method for amplifying a

detection signal comprising:

(a) providing a substrate having deposited silver;

(b) contacting the substrate having deposited silver with a solution comprising

nanoparticles having oligonucleotides bound thereto so as to produce a substrate having a

1 5 nanoparticles-silver sandwich;

(c) washing the substrate having said sandwich; and

(d) contacting the substrate having said sandwich with silver ions and a

reducing agent to promote silver deposition onto the nanoparticles of said sandwich.

The nanoparticles having oligonucleotides bound thereto comprise gold, silver,

20 platinum or mixtures thereof. These nanoparticles may be in the form of gold

nanoparticle-oligonucleotide conjugates or complexes.

Another object ofthe invention is to provide a method for promoting silver

deposition onto a surface comprising silver, said method comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a surface having silver bound thereto;

25 (b) contacting the surface with a solution comprising nanoparticles having

oligonucleotides bound thereto so as to produce a surface having a nanoparticles-silver

sandwich

;

(c) washing the surface having said nanoparticles-silver sandwich;
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(d) contacting the surface having said nanoparticles-silver sandwich

with a solution including silver ions under reducing conditions to promote silver

deposition onto said nanoparticles of said nanoparticles-silver sandwich; and

(e) washing the surface having deposited silver.

5 According to this method, the surface may include cells or tissue for in situ

detection of target molecules. Preferrably the nanoparticles having oligonucleotides

bound thereto comprise gold nanoparticles having oligonucleotides bound thereto in

conjugate or complex form. In practicing this invention, gold nanoparticle oligonucleotide

conjugates are preferred.

10 A further object of the invention is to provide a kit for detection signal

amplification comprising:

(a) container including nanoparticles having oligonucleotides bound thereto;

(b) container including a silver salt; and

(c) container including a reducing agent.

1 5 The kit may include instructions for use in amplifying silver stain detection signals.

Preferrably the nanoparticles having oligonucleotides bound thereto comprise gold

nanoparticles having oligonucleotides bound thereto in conjugate or complex form. In

practicing this invention, gold nanoparticle oligonucleotide conjugates are preferred.

20 DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of amplification of a detection signal for a

gold nanoparticle immobilized on a solid surface. Step (a) is conventional silver staining.

In step (c), gold nanoparticles bearing oligonucleotides are bound to the silver surface.

Step (e) is conventional silver staining of the gold nanoparticles that were bound to the

25 previous silver surface.

Figure 2 illustrates two plates with or without application of the amplification

method of the invention. Plate (a) was subjected to a second round of conventional silver

staining in an attempt to further enhance the spot. Slight but very little signal
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enhancement took place. Plate (b) was subjected to the signal amplification

method of the invention.

Figure 3 illustrates two plates with or without application ofthe amplification

method of the invention. Plate (a) indicates the signal obtained for a sample using

5 conventional silver staining. Plate (b) shows the enhancement achievable by the

application of the inventive signal amplification method.

Figure 4 illustrates two plates with or without application of the amplification

method of the invention. Plate (a) shows the results ofconventional silver staining for a

test in which a 25 fM solution ofthe target oligonucleotide was used. Plate (b) shows the

10 results for the same test in which the initial silver staining was followed with the signal

amplification method of the invention.

Figure 5 illustrates a plate following application of the inventive signal

amplification method of the invention. Spot obtained after two cycles of the nanoparticle-

oligonucleotide (conjugate I)/silver staining methodology applied when gold nanoparticle

15 probes and an oligonucleotide target (63-mer) were immobilized on a glass plate. The

concentration of the target oligonucleotide in this case was only 1 fM.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a method for signal amplification for detecting

20 target substances. In particular, the invention provides for amplification of signal and

enhancement of assay sensitivity for detection ofminute quantities of target molecules,

e.g., nucleic acids, that are based on silver stain detection. In practicing this invention, the

inventive method is used after the application of conventional silver staining where it leads

to the formation of silver-gold(oligonucleotide)-silver assemblies, termed here silver-

25 gold' -silver sandwich assemblies.
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The prior steps leading up to and including conventional silver staining can,

for example, involve: capture of a target oligonucleotide by an oligonucleotide capture

probe bound to a glass surface, washing, addition ofnanoparticle oligonucleotide

conjugates complementary to an unhybridized segment of the bound target

5 oligonucleotide, washing, addition of a silver staining solution (Ag+ plus a reducing agent,

available through Sigma), washing, drying, and viewing, either with the naked eye or with

aid ofpictures obtained using a simple flat-bed scanner. This procedure wasdescribed by

Taton et aL, Science, 289, 1757 (2000), who showed that although the gold spot obtained

was too weak to observe directly for target concentrations of 100 nM in oligonucleotide,

10 conventional silver deposition affords a strong dark spot. The limit of detection for this

system using conventional silver staining is 50 fM concentrations, for which an extremely

faint spot is observed. Re-exposure to the silver solution did not noticeably further

enhance the intensity of the spot.

For amplification ofthe silver signal by the inventive silver-gold'-silver sandwich

15 method, the glass plate containing silver stain from a prior application of conventional

staining is further exposed to an aqueous amplification solution ofnanoparticles having

oligonucleotides bound thereto, preferably gold nanoparticle-oligonucleotide conjugates or

a gold-nanoparticle oligonucleotide complexes. The oligonucleotide sequence does not

need to be related to the target oligonucleotide sequence or the sequences on the initial

20 probes. For gold nanoparticle-oligonucleotide conjugates, the amplification solution

generally contains between about 1 nM and about 5 nM nanoparticle oligonucleotide

conjugates. The amplification solution may include salts, such as buffer salts, and

detergents such as phosphate, citrate, HEPES, and NES and is preferably has a pH of

about 7. In practicing the invention, an aqueous amplification solution including aqueous

25 0,1M NaCl and 10 mM phosphate (pH 7.0) was found to be particularly useful. For gold
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nanoparticle oligonucleotide complexes, the amplification solution is the same. Any

suitable mode of exposing the silver stain to the amplification solution may be used.

Representative examples include spraying, dipping, and the like.

After about 5 to 30 minutes, preferably about 10 minutes, the unbound

5 nanoparticles conjugates or complexes are removed by washing the plate with a suitable

aqueous solution, preferably water. Optionally, the plate is dried by any suitable method

such as air drying. The plate is then re-exposed to a silver staining solution for a suitable

time period, generally for about 5 to about 10 minutes, preferably about 5 minutes. It will

be understood that any suitable silver staining method may be used. Suitable, but non-

10 - limiting, examples of useful silver staining methods and compositions are described, for

instance, in M.A. Hayat, Ed., "Immunogold-Silver Staining " CRC Press (1995).

Generally, silver staining solutions include silver ion in the form of a silver salt such as

silver acetate (preferred), silver lactate, and silver nitrate. These solutions also include a

reducing agent that is admixed into the solution just prior to use. Suitable, but non-

15 limiting, examples ofreducing agents include hydroquinone, n-propyl galate, p-

phenylenediamine, and formaldehyde. If desired, other agents such as gum Arabic may be

used to mediate the silver stain process. Any suitable mode of contacting the substrate

with the silver stain solution may be used. Representative examples include spraying,

dipping, and the like.

20 Following washing with water (preferred) or other suitable solution (e.g., aqueous

solution containing 0.1M NaCl and 10 mM phosphate (pH 7.0) to remove unreacted silver

stain solution, the re-exposed plate is observed visually or copied by a flat-bed scanner.

This treatment leads to a great increase in the darkness ofthe spot. The process maybe

repeated as often as desired to further enhance the amount of deposited silver and the

25 darkness of the spot. With this inventive amplification method, one can readily observe a
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dark silver spot for an assay using 25 fM target concentration. With two cycles of

the new nanoparticle-silver sandwich procedure, IfM target solutions can be recognized,

and with three cycles, 0.1 fM solutions give positive though weak spots. These

experiments were carried out using 1 microliter of the target solution in each case. For the

5 assay with 0.1fM solution this corresponds to -60 target molecules in the applied sample.

Any substrate can be used which allows observation of a silver stain as the

detectable change. Suitable substrates include transparent solid surfaces (e.g., glass,

quartz, plastics and other polymers. The substrate can be any shape or thickness, but

generally will be flat and thin. Preferred are transparent substrates such as glass (e.g.,

1 0 glass slides) or plastics (e.g., wells of microtiter plates).

The silver stain signal amplification method ofthe invention depends on the use of

nanoparticles-oligonucleotide conjugates or complexes that satisfy certain characteristics.

First, the nanoparticles do not stick to the surface of the chip being tested. Ordinary

nanoparticles prepared by the citrate reduction method ofFrens (Frens, G., Nat Phys. Sci.
9

15 241, 20-22 (1973) are not satisfactory since they bind indiscriminately to the

oligonucleotide-derivatized glass plate used as the substrate for these assays. Subsequent

silver enhancement then gives false positives as dark areas. Second, the nanoparticles

bind to a deposited silver surface such that on subsequent washing, the attached

nanoparticles remain bound to the silver area while nanoparticles suspended in solution

20 are cleanly removed. Third, the nanoparticles function as agents to reduce silver ions

under silver staining conditions. In practicing this invention, useful nanoparticles are

nanoparticles coated with oligonucleotides linked through sulfur to the surface

(nanoparticle oligonucleotide conjugates) such as the ones described in J. J. Storhoff et al,

/. Am. Chem. Soc, 120, 1958 (1999) (for a specific example, see conjugate I in Example 1

25 below) or with natural type oligonucleotides adsorbed to the surface (nanoparticle
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oligonucleotide complexes) such as conjugate HI described in Example 1

.

Both types ofnanoparticles work well in low or moderate salt solution (e.g. up to 0. 1 M),

but the conjugates containing the sulfur anchor are particularly preferred for tests

conducted at high salt concentration, at which the complexes formed by simple adsorption

5 of oligonucleotides are unstable and aggregate. It will be understood by the ordinary

skilled artisan that any nanoparticle preparation that meets the criteria listed above are

useful as intermediary agents in forming the sandwich assemblies, and the methodology

can be applied for the amplification ofthe silver signal for any target visualized by an

initial silver deposition. While gold nanoparticles are particularly preferred, any

1 0 nanoparticle that catalyze the reduction of silver can be used including silver and platinum

nanoparticles.

The preparation ofnanoparticles suitable for use in the practice of the invention,

the attachment of oligonucleotides to them, the flatbed scanner technique, and various

assays formats for the detection ofnucleic acids using conventional silver staining are

15 described in co-pending applications Serial Nos. 09/760,500, filed January 12, 2001

;

09/603,830, filed June 26, 2000; 09/344,667, filed June 25, 1999; 09/240,755, filed

January 29, 1999; 60/03 1,809, filed July 29, 1996; 60/176,409; and 60/200,161, filed April

26, 2000; and international application Nos. PCT/US97/12783, filed July 21, 1997;

PCT/US00/17507, filed June 26, 2000; and PCT/US01/01190, filed January 12, 2001,

20 entitled "Nanoparticles Having Oligonucleotides Attached Thereto And Uses Therefor,"

the entire contents ofwhich are incorporated herein by reference.

EXAMPLES

Example 1: Preparation of Oligonucleotide Modified Gold Nanoparticles.

Oligonucleotides and S'-mercaptoalkyl-oligonucleotides were prepared using

25 phosphoramidite chemistry as described by Storhoff et al. [J. Am. Chem. Soc. 120, 1959-
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1964 (1998)]. Gold nanoparticles (-13 nm diameter) were prepared as described by

Grabar, K.C., et al. [/. Analyt Chern., 67, 735-743 (1995); Frens, G., Nat Phys. ScL, 241,

20-22 (1973)].

For preparation of the nanoparticle conjugate (T) used in the sandwich silver-gold'-

5 silver amplification scheme, 5'-mercaptoalkyl-oligonucleotide II was prepared andjoined

to gold nanoparticles by the general linking procedure described by Storhoff et al., [J. Am.

Chem. Soc. 120, 1959-1964(1998)]. The nanoparticle-oligonucleotide complex (EI) was

prepared by mixing 1 \xh of an aqueous solution containing 0.26 A2eo Units of

oligonucleotide IV with 100 pL of citrate stabilized gold colloid (prepared as described by

10 Grabar et al. [J, Analyt. Chem., 67, 735-7r43 (1995)) and allowing the solution to stand

overnight.

I. Conjugate formed from gold nanoparticles and II.

H. 5'-HS(CH2)6OP(0)(0 )O-(A)20TGGGTAGCAGACCTC (SEQ ID NO.: 1)

HI. Complex formed from gold nanoparticles and IV

15 IV. 5'-GCTCTAGAATGAACGGTGGAAGGCGGCAGG (SEQ ID NO.:2)

Example 2: Sandwich Amplification of Silver Signal

In this Example, four separate experiments were conducted using the nanoparticle

oligonucleotide conjugate (T) or complex (ID) prepared as described in Example 1, and

glass slides containing silver spots from oligonucleotide assays carried out using the silver

20 staining method described by T.A. Taton et al, Science, 289, 1757-60 (2000). The glass

plate bearing the silver spots was exposed to a solution of gold nanoparticle conjugate I

(Figures 2, 4, and 5) or gold nanoparticle complex HI (Figure 3) for 10 minutes, washed

with 1 M NaNC>3 in nanopure water, and exposed for five minutes at room temperature to

a 1:1 mixture of freshly mixed sample ofthe two commercial Silver Enhancer solutions

25 (Catalog Nos. 55020 and 55 145, Sigma Corporation, St. Louis, MO) for 5 minutes,
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following the Sigma protocol for the silver staining step, including final washes with

nanopure water, sodium thiosulfate solution, and nanopure water. The plate was dried and

observed, both visually and by copying for records using a Hewlett Packard Scanner

[Model no. 5200C]. The direct visual observations ofspots corresponded to the prints

5 obtained using the scanner. The figures are enlarged.

Figure 2 illustrates the results for the first experiment using nanoparticle

oligonucleotide conjugate I. In this experiment, two plates, each containing very faint

silver spots from previous hybridization and silver staining of a dilute target solution, were

used. Plate (a) was subjected to a second round of conventional silver staining in an

10 attempt to further enhance the spot. Slight but very little signal enhancement took place,

Plate (b) was subjected to conditions for the gold sandwich amplification. This entailed

exposing the plate containing the weak silver spots to the solution of nanoparticle

conjugate I for 10 minutes, followed by washing with water and conventional silver

staining for 4 minutes. The darkness of the spots in plate (b) relative to those in plate (a)

1 5 clearly demonstrate the power of the new metal sandwich or signal enhancement method.

Figure 3 illustrates the results for an experiment using nanoparticle oligonucleotide

complex IE. Plate (a) indicates the signal obtained for a sample using conventional silver

staining. Plate (b) shows the enhancement achievable by the gold sandwich technology.

Note that two sample spots are shown in each case. For plate (b), a plate containing a

20 weak silver spot corresponding to that in plate (a) was exposed to a solution of

nanoparticle oligonucleotide complex HI, and following washing, was subjected to

conventional silver staining. In this case, three parts of colloid in, prepared as described

above, was mixed with seven parts of 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7. The plate was

then exposed to this colloid solution for 10 minutes, washed with nanopure water, and

25 exposed to the silver staining mixture for 4 minutes as before.
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Figure 4 illustrates the results for an experiment using gold nanoparticle

oligonucleotide I to enhance the weak silver signal resulting from an assay of a 63

nucleotide target oligonucleotide

5' GTA GGC GAA CCC TGC CCA GGT CGA CAC ATA GG T GAG GTC TGC TAC

5 CCA CAG CCG GTTAGG TGC 3
' (SEQ ID NO. : 3)

at 25 fM concentration. Note that our standard assay using just silver amplification gives

a very weak spot (plate (a)). Plate (a) shows the results of conventional silver staining for

a test in which a 25 fM solution ofthe target oligonucleotide was used. Plate (b) shows

the results for the same test in which the initial silver staining was following by 10 minute

10 exposure to the colloidal solution of nanoparticle conjugate I, followed by silver staining.

In this case, the gold solution had been diluted six-fold with 0.1 M NaCl-10 mM

phosphate buffer. Note the strong signal for a target, captured at 25 fM concentration,

after the metal sandwich enhancement procedure.

Figure 5 illustrates the results for an experiment using nanoparticle oligonucleotide

15 conjugate I to enhance the silver signal obtained from an assay carried out using a 63-mer

target [see SEQ ID NO.: 3] at a concentration of 1 fM. In this case, our standard

procedure for silver staining failed to show any spot. Double enhancement using the gold-

silver treatment, however, showed a strong signal, as shown. This experiment was carried

out by treating the plate that had been exposed to silver amplification by the stand

20 procedure successively with: (1) gold nanoparticle conjugate I (1 .5 nM in nanoparticles in

0.1 M NaCl and 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.0) for 10 minutes; (2) wash with 1 M

NaNCV, (3) treat with a mixture of Silver Enhancer solutions (catalog nos. 5020 and S

5145, Sigma Corporation, by the Sigma protocol; (4) wash with 1 M sodium nitrate; (5)

repeat steps 1-4; (6) wash with sodium thiosulfate ; and (7) wash with water.

25
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WHAT WE CLAIM:

1 . A method for amplifying a signal comprising:

(a) providing a substrate having deposited silver;

5 (b) contacting the substrate having deposited silver with a solution comprising

nanoparticles having oligonucleotides bound thereto so as to produce a substrate having a

nanoparticles-silver sandwich; .

(c) washing the substrate having said sandwich; and

(d) contacting the substrate having said sandwich with silver ions and a

10 reducing agent to promote silver deposition onto the nanoparticles of said sandwich and

produce silver-nanoparticles-silver sandwich.

(e) washing the substrate having the silver-nanoparticles-silver sandwich.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the nanoparticles comprise gold,

1 5 silver, platinum or mixtures thereof.

3. The method according to claim 3, wherein the nanoparticles having

oligonucleotides bound thereto comprise gold nanoparticle-oligonucleotide conjugates or

complexes.

20

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the silver ion is derived from a

silver salt comprising silver acetate, silver lactate, or silver nitrate.

5. The method according to claim 1 wherein the reducing agent comprises

25 hydroquinone, n-propyl galate, p-phenylenediamine, or formaldehyde.

6. The method according to claim lwherein step (b) contacting is performed

for a period ranging from about 5 to 30 minutes.

30 7. The method according to claim 6 wherein step (b) contacting is performed

for about 10 minutes

.

8. The method according to claim lwherein step (d) contacting is performed

for a period ranging from about 5 to 10 minutes.
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9. The method according to claim 8 wherein step (d) contacting is performed

for about 5 minutes.

5 10. The method according to claim 1 wherein the deposited silver bound to the

substrate is arranged in the form ofan array.

1 1 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein step (c) washing is performed

with water,

10

12. The method according to claim 1, wherein the substrate is glass.

13. A method for promoting silver deposition onto a surface comprising silver,

said method comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a surface having silver bound thereto;

(b) contacting the surface with a solution comprising nanoparticles having

oligonucleotides bound thereto so as to produce a surface having a nanoparticles-silver

sandwich

;

(c) washing the surface having said nanoparticles-silver sandwich;

(d) contacting the surface having said nanoparticles-silver sandwich with a

solution including silver ions under reducing conditions to promote silver deposition onto

said nanoparticles of said nanoparticles-silver sandwich; and

(e) washing the surface having deposited silver.

25 14. The method according to claim 13 wherein said surface comprises cells or

tissue.

15. The method according to claim 13, wherein the nanoparticles comprise

gold, silver, platinum or combinations thereof.

30

16. The method according to claim 13, wherein the nanoparticles having

oligonucleotides bound thereto comprise gold nanoparticles having oligonucleotides

bound thereto.
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17. The method according to claim 16, wherein the gold nanoparticles having

oligonucleotides bound thereto comprise gold nanoparticle- oligonucleotide conjugates or

complexes.

5

1 8. The method according to claim 13, wherein the silver ion is derived from a

silver salt comprising silver acetate, silver lactate, or silver nitrate.

19. The method according to claim 13 wherein the reducing agent comprising

10 hydroquinone, n-propyl galate, p-phenylenediamine, or formaldehyde.

20. The method according to claim 13 wherein step (b) contacting is performed

for a period ranging from about 5 to 30 minutes,

15 21. The method according to claim 20 wherein step (b) contacting is performed

for a period of about 10 minutes.

22. The method according to claim 13 wherein step (d) contacting is performed

for a period ranging from about 5 to 10 minutes.

20

23. The method according to claim 22 wherein step (d) contacting is performed

for about 5 minutes.

24. The method according to claim 13 wherein the silver bound to the substrate

25 are arranged in the form of an array.

25. A kit for signal amplification comprising:

(b) container including nanoparticles having oligonucleotides bound thereto;

(b) container including a silver salt; and

30 (c) container including a reducing agent.

26. The kit according to claim 25, wherein the nanoparticles comprise gold,

silver, platinum or combinations thereof.
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27. The kit according to claim 26, wherein the nanoparticles comprising gold

nanoparticles having oligonucleotides bound thereto.

28. The kit according to claim 27, wherein the gold nanoparticles having

oligonucleotides bound thereto comprise gold nanoparticle- oligonucleotide conjugates or

complexes.

29. The kit according to claim 25, wherein the silver ion is derived from a

silver salt comprising silver acetate, silver lactate, or silver nitrate.

30. The kit according to claim 25, wherein the reducing agent comprises

hydroquinone, n-propyl galate, p-phenylenediamine, or formaldehyde.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of amplification ofa detection signal for a gold nanoparticle

immobilized on a solid surfece. Step "a" is conventional silver staining. In step " c" gold nanopaitlcles

bearing oligonucleotides are bound to the silver surface. StepV is conventional silver staining ofthe

gold nanopartlcles that were bound to the previous silver surface.
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FigureJ . (a) Silver signal after double silver staining.

(b) Silver signal after one silver staining step followed by

treatment with I and a second silver step.

(a)

(b)
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Figure^, (a) Two spots from a conventional silver staining step on a very dilute DNA
sample

(b) Same spots after further development using nanoparticle-oligonucleotide-

complex III.

(a)

(b)
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FigurejJ: Silver spots for assays that used 25fM 63-mer oligonucleotide

target solutions.

a) Spot from conventional silver staining.

b) Spot for silver-gold-'silver procedure where the gold' reagent is

conjugate I.

GO
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Figure^ Silver spot obtained by amplifying the silver residue obtained by

conventional silver staining for an assay of an oligonucleotide at 1 fM concentration,

using nanoparticle probes. The initial silver spot was not visible. Amplification was

achieved by two cycles of the gold nanoparticle(reagent I) / silver procedure.
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